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About This Game

VilleTown is a City-Building Tower Defense game, where the player researches Technologies, Artifacts, and special Powers to
help grow, expand, and defend their VilleTown from outside invaders.

The story of VilleTown follows the voyage of a group of Pilgrims in the Middle Ages, who venture out to an Island that they
have heard many stories about. While people tell of its untold riches, they also say there is something dark linked to the island,

as there once was an Ancient Civilization there that performed Dark Rituals. Ignoring this, the pilgrims head out to the Island to
start their new lives.

Be sure to lead them to prosperity as you build, grow, and advance your VilleTown through the ages, Governor.
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Really nice, a bit hard to get used to though. It's best you play it with a gamepad. Other than that, it's a well made game. My
rating is 5 starts *****. the first association i get from motorama is to the old street rods. same age, same look-and-feel, same
cars...

visuals and music are nothing to write home about but are appropriate enough. driving model is arcade and cars are mostly
unmanageable when spinning out but that actually fits with the 50s racing theme.

now for the bad parts:
- ai cars have no clipping, just going through the traffic cars that collide readily enough with you
- driving ai sucks, it does spin out randomly that helps overtaking them but it does not feel like something that should be
happening. plus, ai cars have unfair advantages like hyperspeed, blowing past your upgraded car with ease
- upgrading cards feels random. just as one example - a car with 55% speed is actually slower than one with 40% speed
- progress is badly managed. major amounts of moneygrinding is required to progress and this is always a bad sign

racing through the game takes about 2-3 hours, unfortunately grinding the cash for upgrades takes a lot longer and is simply
boring.

i really want to recommend it but in its current form, i cannot.
if this would be a beta, i would be stoked to see how it turns out. but as a final game - skip.
. Good concept and could have a lot of potential but overall just lazily done and only fun for a day.... Very poor game designs.
Unskippable cutscenes, and when you accidentally lose in a challenge or story mode, there is no possibility to restart. It cts you
out of the level, and you have to spend and waste many minutes to get back into the level, and rewatch the cutscenes all over
again. this is addictive. If you love Hotline Miami, you'll love this game even more.

Seriously, I haven't played a game this fun since Super Hot.. A very funny and entertaining game.
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Fun little life simulator.

Amazing how with poorly times aunt visits, rent payments and your aparment being robbed life can go south real fast.

Quite accurate.

Serious bit with an update.

Started out with No Priviledge points, homeless and unemployed
Long grind working in a fast food place and renting a place out
Tried to fulfill the health need by having an excercise bike but living in a sketchy part of town meant it was robbed every two
weeks.
Then got a job as a bouncer for 2 years
Proceeded to spend 3 years doing part-time bouncer work whilst studying for a Law diploma
After finishing Law diploma I am now working as a Paralegal in the city centre with a Car and wife (as a tip wive's aren't that
worth it in the short run as getting engaged and married is quite expenseive and having to keep taking them out on dates so they
dont divorce you is a strain enough.)

7/10 - Would pull myself up by my bootstraps again. Probably a lot more fun with mods and if you don't mind a grind its worth
a buy.. I bought the original game and DLC The Karp of Doom ( Digitall Collector's Edition) couple of months ago but i did not
receive the DLC , but i only can play original game, it says that i dont have DLC ingame , but it appears in steam library. Don't
buy the DLC, It is not working.. very un enjoyable game very boring and just not worth it even. Having so much fun with this
game, super funny, good replay value and a great concept.

Even at this early stage defintely worth a buy.
Cant wait to see what else will be added.

Love it ! thanks for making this game.
. i replayed it a few times but i noticed it felt off from the getgo, its a decent pirate game but it feels a bit more lackluster than
other games of this type, while the dialogue options were there the results you wanted werent, its hard to explain and best thing
you can do is play it yourself within 2 hours. main issue was i wanted to play as a full on anti pirate but most the story seems to
force you into becoming friends with em.

another thing out of curiosity was that there were soooo many female characters, like most the time its a woman your talking to
haha, , but that was just one of the things i noticed compared to other games ive played from this developer not a negative for
me.

i wont give a rating buts its def a play within 2 hours if you wanna be on the safe side so you can still refund if it doesnt meet
expectations. hope you can enjoy your purchase though if you do make it. It's not as awesome or challenging as Double Peace,
but it IS a Gal*Gun game that accomplishes what it sets out to do. Recommended, but I recommend Double Peace MUCH
more.. Ok, I want to preface this by saying I have played a ton of BL visual novels game. I've played all the endings (not sure
why achievement 12 isn't showing up for me) and I've made every type of choice there is. Saying that, I always go in expecting
not everything to be perfect. However, while I definitely recommend the game, there are a few things that made the game a little
difficult for me:
First, voice acting. I love voice acting in any game. I feel like it give it more depth and really draws out a character's personality.
However, while there were some characters I absolutely loved their voice (namely Tirs, Lila, and occasionally Marc) I didn't
understand the choice of some of the other voice actors. Not saying they weren't good, but perhaps their voices were better
suited for other characters. A huge pet peeve of mine that also links with voice acting in game- and this is just my personal
peeve- is when voice acting doesn't match what is written in the text. Some of the lines came off awkward/strained, like they
were reading too fast and only had one chance to say those lines. They added words, or skipped over words. Honestly, that's why
I liked Lila's the most, even though she rarely appeared depending on the path you chose. She rarely made a mistake and her
voice seemed the most natural. It was also a little annoying when character pronounced things completely different from each
other. I understand this might come from different regions, as the game is diverse, but we hardly know anything about the
character's backstories or where they're from.
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From here, I really want to talk about the writing. This is just another pet peeve of mine and stems from holding a writing
degree; there were so many grammatical errors that sometimes my brain stopped when I read a sentence and I had to go back
and reread. I tried to take in the world building, language, and region the characters were from, but it was mostly words that
were scrambled from possibly typing too fast and were overlooked in editing, which I've had problems with in the past as well.
This brings up one more issue: using a higher vocabulary. The characters in this game are educated, so it's perfectly rational to
think they would have an expanded vocabulary, however, I didn't think it quite fit well with some sentences. In my line of work
simple is best when it comes to writing. You never know what audience you will be targeting, and even some of my friends who
hold other degrees besides the ones I carry were a little confused by the word choices. While used in the correct scenario, I
doubt this would be a problem, but there shouldn't be a push on vocabulary if there isn't a need to. I'm sure with a little touching
up though, the developer could make those words read as well as they had planned for them to.

Honestly, these things were the most negative I can think of, and they aren't even that bad. I loved the game, and thoroughly
enjoyed the writing and the ero portion of the game. The art was beautiful, the music fit with the dynamic of the scene, and the
facts presented in the game were wonderfully thought out and obviously well-researched. I especially enjoyed the Konami Code
reference as a mini-game. I'll be excitedly waiting for updates with this game and this developer in the future.. Leaving Lyndow
is a really pretty point and click, walking simulator type game. The artwork is so colourful and the environments are beautiful,
complimented by a minimal but melodic soundtrack.

There are a couple of little puzzles/challenges that fit nicely into the game and story as well as seven Steam achievements that
are easily doable. The story is short and sweet, much like the game itself, and is told mainly through a series of interactions with
people and objects that never feel superfluous.

Overall it is a relaxing game, offering about an hour/hour and a half of gameplay for just a few quid - would definitely
recommend.. Bought on discount (actually super cheap). I am not a hardcore flier playied using a 360 controller, the campaign
itself was enough for entertain me and be worth my 5$
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